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EHealth:  https://bit.ly/3f8w3JP 

https://ehealth.eletsonline.com/2020/04/omni-hospitals-go-out-of-way-to-support-needy-amidst-

covid-19-lockdown/ 

OMNI Hospitals go out of way to support needy amidst COVID-19 lockdown 

 

The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its employees 

have come forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people 
struggling for food. He shared the details of the incident with his colleagues at the hospital and 
what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other group hospitals of OMNI 
worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. 
Also, they were told about migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined 
spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session for them on precautions to be taken in the 
lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, “We come to the 
hospital every day and in the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed 
essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what made us to think of reaching out to them. 
The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their sentiment towards 
the society. Our Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them 
as well. Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively.” 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and 

Visakhapatnam. Employees contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with 

ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The employees led the initiative in all OMNI 

Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 
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Welthi.com: 

 

https://www.welthi.com/omni-hospitals-goes-beyond-healthcare-to-provide-essentials-to-

people/ 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in 
Hyderabad and its employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel 
in the time of lockdown. 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few 
people struggling for food. He shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was 
a movement where all staff of the hospital and other group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan 
to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor 
families. Also, they were told about migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in 
confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session for them on precautions to be 
taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, “We come to the 
hospital every day and in the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed 
essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what made us to think of reaching out to 
them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 
sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are 
profoundly grateful to them as well.  Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us 
executing the plan effectively.” 

 Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and 
Visakhapatnam. Employees contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with 
ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The employees led the initiative in all OMNI 
Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 
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DailyHunt 

https://xiaomi.dailyhunt.in/news/india/urdu/welthi-epaper-

welthi/omni+hospitals+goes+beyond+healthcare+to+provide+essentials+to+people-newsid-

182066614?pgs=N&pgn=0&tk=0&mode=wap& 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group 

headquartered in Hyderabad and its employees have stepped forward to help the needy and 

support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few 

people struggling for food. He shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was 

a movement where all staff of the hospital and other group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan 

to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families 
 

Also, they were told about migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined 

spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session for them on precautions to be taken in the 

lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, 'We come to 

the hospital every day and in the process observed some people in the neighbourhood 

needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what made us to think of reaching 

out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are 

profoundly grateful to them as well. Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us 

executing the plan effectively.'  

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and 

Visakhapatnam. Employees contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with 

ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The employees led the initiative in all OMNI 

Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood 
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Newyorkindian.com: 

 https://www.newyorkindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to 

people 
Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in 

Hyderabad and its employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in 

the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few 

people struggling for food. He shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was 

a movement where all staff of the hospital and other group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan 

to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. 

Also, they were told about migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined 

spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session for them on precautions to be taken in 

the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the 

hospital every day and in the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed 

essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what made us to think of reaching out to them. 

The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their sentiment 

towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful 

to them as well. Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan 

effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and 

Visakhapatnam. Employees contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with 

ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The employees led the initiative in all OMNI 

Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 
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Seattleindian.com: 

https://www.seattleindian.com/seattle/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 
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Phoenixindian.com: 

https://www.phoenixindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 
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Washingtondcindian.com: 

https://www.washingtondcindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 
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Newjerseyindian.com: 

https://www.newjerseyindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 
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Sfindian.com: 

https://www.sfindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 
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Laindian.com: 

https://www.laindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 
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Atlantaindian.com: 

https://www.atlantaindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.atlantaindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Chicagoindian.com: 

https://www.chicagoindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.chicagoindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Dallasindian.net: 

https://www.dallasindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.dallasindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Newyorkindian.com: 

https://www.newyorkindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.newyorkindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Austinindian.com: 

https://www.austinindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.austinindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Tampabayindian.com: 

https://www.tampabayindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.tampabayindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Orlandoindian.com: 

https://www.orlandoindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.orlandoindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Sdindian.com: 

https://www.sdindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.sdindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Bcindian.com: 

https://www.bcindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.bcindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Kentuckyindian.com: 

https://www.kentuckyindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.kentuckyindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Kanasaindian.com: 

https://www.kansasindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.kansasindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Moindian.com: 

https://www.moindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.moindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Tnindian.com: 

https://www.tnindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.tnindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Philadelphiaindian.com: 

https://www.philadelphiaindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.philadelphiaindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Denverindian.com: 

https://www.denverindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.denverindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Pittsburgindian.com: 

https://www.pittsburghindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.pittsburghindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Houstonindian.net: 

https://www.houstonindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.houstonindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Columbusindian.net: 

https://www.columbusindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.columbusindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Detroitindian.net: 

https://www.detroitindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.detroitindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Baltimoreindian.com: 

https://www.baltimoreindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.baltimoreindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Wiindian.com: 

https://www.wiindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.wiindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Sacramentoindian.com: 

https://www.sacramentoindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.sacramentoindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Stlouisindian.net: 

https://www.stlouisindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.stlouisindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Virginiaindian.net: 

https://www.virginiaindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.virginiaindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Ohindian.com: 

https://www.ohindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.ohindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Minneapolisindian.com: 

https://www.minneapolisindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.minneapolisindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Indianaindian.com: 

https://www.indianaindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.indianaindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Nevadaindian.com: 

https://www.nevadaindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.nevadaindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Miamiindian.net: 

https://www.miamiindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.miamiindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Sanantonioindian.net: 

https://www.sanantonioindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.sanantonioindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Jacksonvilleindian.com: 

https://www.jacksonvilleindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.jacksonvilleindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Idahoindian.com: 

https://www.idahoindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.idahoindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Bostonindian.net: 

https://www.bostonindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.bostonindian.net/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Arkansasindian.com: 

https://www.arkansasindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.arkansasindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Nmindian.com: 

https://www.nmindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.nmindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Deindian.com: 

https://www.deindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.deindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Nebraskaindians.com: 

https://www.nebraskaindians.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.nebraskaindians.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305


Utahindian.com: 

https://www.utahindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305 

OMNI Hospitals goes beyond healthcare to provide essentials to people 

Hyderabad, April 30th, 2020: The OMNI Group of Hospitals of INCOR Group headquartered in Hyderabad and its 

employees have stepped forward to help the needy and support personnel in the time of lockdown. 

 

One day while going to the hospital, Dr Manjunath at OMNI Hospitals, Kukatpally saw few people struggling for food. He 

shared this with his colleagues at the hospital, what followed was a movement where all staff of the hospital and other 

group hospitals of OMNI worked on a plan to feed the needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

They took the help of local police to identify such families and distributed ration to poor families. Also, they were told about 

migrant workers who were in the neighbourhood living in confined spaces. The doctors at the hospital arranged a session 

for them on precautions to be taken in the lockdown and gave them food for the day. 

 

Commenting the initiative, Dr Nageswar K, Group COO, OMNI Hospitals said, "We come to the hospital every day and in 

the process observed some people in the neighbourhood needed essentials like food, water, medicines etc. That is what 

made us to think of reaching out to them. The initiative was led by our employees and we thank them profusely for their 

sentiment towards the society. Oud Doctors also came forward and helped and we are profoundly grateful to them as well. 

Also, we are thankful to the police who helped us executing the plan effectively." 

 

Similar efforts were planned in other hospitals of OMNI in Nampally, Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam. Employees 

contributed and reached out to needy and poor to help them with ration, food etcto ease their state in this lockdown. The 

employees led the initiative in all OMNI Hospitals and stepped forward to help the poor and needy in the neighbourhood. 

 

   

 

   

https://www.utahindian.com/desi/contributionsdetail.asp?id=29305
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